Nxt (NXT)

About:

Nxt is an advanced blockchain platform which builds on and improves the basic functionality of pioneering cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Cryptocurrency and financial systems are the first widely used applications of blockchain technology, but the blockchain and its associated technology can be used for so much more.

Nxt revolutionises the financial technology, crowdfunding and governance industries by providing not only the groundbreaking NXT crypto-currency, but also a powerful, modular toolset to build with in any way Nxt users can imagine. Nxt gives users complete freedom to create their own applications.

Advantages:
- **Asset Exchange** : Create your own project on Nxt. Nxt Asset Exchange offers secure, direct peer-to-peer trading

- **Monetary System** : Launch your own digital currency. Trade, share and exchange other currencies supported by Nxt

- **Data Cloud** : Data storage, publication and verification on the NXT blockchain. Secure, simple and effective

- **Voting System** : Create customised polls, verified via the Nxt blockchain. Personal empowerment via the blockchain

- **Account Control** : Create secure multi-signature accounts with NXT. Decentralised Autonomous Organisations made easy

- **Authentication System** : You can provide cryptographically secure verification data from NXT accounts. This verification allows Nxt users to publicly prove that they are in control of a particular Nxt account.
• **Plug-ins**: “Nxt Plugins” is a feature that enables third-party software developers to add functionality to the Nxt client.

• **Alias system**: The Alias System feature of Nxt essentially allows one piece of text to be substituted for another, so that keywords or keyphrases can be used to represent other things. The Alias System is open-ended, it can be used to implement a decentralized DNS system, shopping cart applications, and more.

• **Account Ledger**: The account ledger feature in the Nxt client allows to see exactly how your Nxt account is doing: all balances and transactions are displayed in an easy to read format, similar to a bank statement.

• **Account Properties**: Account properties gives Nxt users the ability to permanently ‘tag’ any Nxt account with a small amount of data. These properties tags can be used to provide meta-information about an account: for example, a seller can tag buyer accounts that he has sold to in the past.